
15+ The Realm of the Mammoth Lords is a savage and untamed wilderness, inhabited by great 
beasts such as mammoths, herds of bison and aurochs, and the tribes of nomadic Kellid 
barbarians that hunt them.	


!
20+ Despite its remoteness, the Realm of the Mammoth Lords sees many visitors. Raiding orcs 
from Belkzen to the south, servants of Irrisen’s Witch Queen seeking to expand their borders 
from the west, traders from Tian Xia brave enough to cross the Crown of the World from the 
north, and—most dangerous of all—invading demonic forces from the Worldwound to the east. 
As most of the land’s visitors are hostile, the indigenous Kellids particular dislike for anything 
demonic or any displays of foreign magic—especially magic that harnesses cold.	


!
25+ Tolguth is a surprisingly warm location, warmed by chains of hot springs and volcanic vents 
that run along deep glacier-carved valleys. Predatory creatures, including dinosaurs said to have 
crawled up from poorly understood Tolguth. Few Kellids travel much farther to the east due to 
their mammoths’ aversion to the Worldwound. The resulting no-man’s land is called hrungara—
the point beyond which the mammoths do not willingly go.	


!
30+ Deep beneath Tolguth and the Tusk Mountains lies a primordial world forgotten by time. 
Known as Deep Tolguth, the vast caverns feature their own subterranean sun and are home to 
massive dinosaurs and other strange and mighty beasts.	


!
15+ Three local leaders tend to meet with strangers: Traros, sometimes referred to as “the Father 
of Tolguth;” Vanna Demonbreaker, a mammoth rider of great skill; and Bloodspeaker Olovon, 
who is a shaman with considerable influence. It’s customary for one to offer one or more gifts 
before asking a favor.	


!
20+ Traros oversees Tolguth with more fatherly concern than strict authority, and he is seen as a 
good leader. Vanna often pushes for Traros to combat the encroaching Worldwound directly, 
though so far he has taken a less aggressive approach by reinforcing Tolguth’s defenses. 
Bloodspeaker Olovon is fiercely loyal to Traros and often brandishes a holy symbol of a woman 
astride an elk—identifiable with a successful DC 15 Knowledge (religion) check as a regional 
depiction of Desna.	


!
!



25+ Vanna is quietly concerned that Traros has grown soft with age, and the two frequently find 
themselves of different minds about how to handle the Worldwound. Bloodspeaker Olovon often 
acts as a mediator between the two, which has kept their relationship from souring into bitter 
rivalry.	


!
30+ Some believe that Bloodspeaker Olovon struggles to reconcile Traros’s increasingly 
defensive and isolationist decisions with his personal faith, and he is likely to welcome new 
allies who might remind his colleagues that the outside world continues to move, even if Tolguth 
does not.	


!
!
!


